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Introduction
Many small antiques such as seals and coins have a nearly flat surface as shown in Figure 1 . The surface details, including scratches and impressions, are important information for archaeological study. However, existing range scanners have difficulties in capturing such subtle details on the surface due to their low resolution. Although microgeometry capture systems using elastomeric sensor are proposed recently [1, 2] , they are still in prototype stage and require special sensor materials. Images with normal maps, which contain a color and a surface normal channel for each pixel, are a type of data lying between simple 2D images and full 3D models. In contrast to photographs and 3D models, normal maps make sharp changes in normal direction clearly visible [3] . Images with normal vectors can also be used to produce detailed and understandable illustrations of complex real-world objects [4] .
In this paper we introduce a method to acquire normal maps of nearly flat objects using a flatbed scanner. Nowadays flatbed scanners are low cost and mature products to digitize documents and photographs at high resolution. The hardware setup consists of a conventional flatbed scanner and a clamp on which a planar checkerboard pattern is glued. Our contributions include: (1) a normal maps acquisition system that requires no hardware modification or dedicated calibration; (2) a robust algorithm for registering multiple scans by virtue of subpixel checkerboard corners; (3) easily controlled and accurate lighting directions for four scans rotated by 90 degrees with a clamp. 
Related work
Normal maps are widely used in real-time rendering [5] and geometric modeling [6] . It is a technique used for faking the lighting of bumps and dents, adding details without using more polygons. Normal maps can be extracted from a high resolution modeled mesh and enhance the appearance and details of a low polygon model.
For real world objects, normal maps are often reconstructed from multiple images under varying illumination based on the principle of photometric stereo [7] . Digital cameras can be used to take multiple images from the same view point illuminated with different light sources of known position. Under the assumptions of perfect diffuse shading, per-pixel surface normals of an object can also be obtained from multiple scans at different orientations with a flatbed scanner. Brown et al. [3] obtained a normal map of a fresco fragment from four scans rotated by approximately 90 degrees with a flatbed scanner. The scanned images are registered via an affine transform using a normalized cross-correlation. They also required a dedicated calibration phase using a diffuse plane inclined at known angles with respect to the scanner platform. Clarkson et al applied photometric stereo to four scans of the paper using a commodity flatbed scanner [8] . They used a printed box on the test pages to align different scans and recovered each surface normal's projection into xy-plane up to a scale, (n x ,n y ) T . Pintus et al extracted normals and albedo of objects using a two-bulb flatbed scanner [9] . They activated each of the bulbs separately by modifying scanner hardware or using private software unavailable to others. They developed a registration method by simultaneous registration and photometric stereo. However, chromatic difference between bulbs and imperfect mechanical repeatability of the scanner are problematic for photometric stereo. They modeled the scanner's light as point light sources. Instead, flatbed scanners contain a linear light source, which is placed at a fixed angle with respect to the moving CCD [3, 8] .
Our work is an improvement over Brown's [3] and Clarkson's [8] methods. Compared with Brown's method, our method does not require calibration procedure and is more adaptable. In contrast to Clarkson's method, we recover the normalized 3D surface normals, (n x ,n y ,n z ) T . As will be explained in next section, it has an important effect on the extracted normals to rotate each scan by approximately 90 degrees. To obtain four scans rotated by 90 degrees as accurately as possible, we make use of a clamp which can be easily placed along the side of the scanner platen.
Acquisition workflow
Photometric stereo usually requires at least three images of the surface to estimate surface normal [10] . Typically, more than the minimum three images are used, providing noise reduction. To make it easier and robust, we take scans at orientations 0 D , 90
D and 270 D although other orientations could be used as well. In order to make the position of the object as accurate as possible in the four orientations, we utilize a clamp from numerical control machines (Figure 2 ) to fix the scanned object. A planar checkerboard pattern is glued on the clamp and utilized in the multiple scans registration. However, other fixing systems that keep the object collinear with the scanner scanning surface can be used as well. 
Multiple Scans Registration
We make use of checkerboard corners to register multiple scans. In the registration process, a customdesigned user interface was provided for a semiautomated subpixel corner extraction. At least three corners are selected on the rectangular checkerboard pattern. Afterwards, subpixel detection techniques are applied to corners for refining their locations to subpixel accuracy [11] .
Assume that in two scans there exist corresponding corners {x i } and {y i }, 1, , i n = " , such that they are related by:
, where R is a standard 2 2 × rotation matrix and t is a 2D translation vector. Solving for the optimal transformation typically requires minimizing After aligning the other three scans to the first scan, we cut out the image regions that are out of interest.
Normal Reconstruction
The light source of a flatbed scanner is linear and placed at a fixed angle Į with respect to the scanner platen. Each point on the scanned surface has a normal n and albedo ȡ. For the scanning taken at orientation 0 D , we define a left-handed coordinate system as shown in Figure 3 (a) whose origin is at the surface point considered, x-axis is parallel to the scanner's linear light source, xy-plane is the scanner platen and z-axis points down. The light source is approximated by a line segment extending from -l to +l in the x-axis direction and is offset by a in the y-direction, b in the z-direction. We define n=(n x ,n y ,n z )
T as a normalized surface normal at the point, 
, In our experiments, a HP ScanJet G4050 was used at a 2400 dpi and images were saved in RGB mode. Although HP ScanJet G4050 offers six-color scanning by two light sources which is employed in [9] , we perform the scans in three-color mode by one light source. The intensity image for reconstruction was computed as I=0.299R+0.587G+0.114B.
We tested the algorithm on a coin and a seal shown in Figure 1 . Figure 4 and 5 show the acquired normal maps and mean curvature maps, respectively. The normal maps are displayed as RGB images where the RGB components correspond to the n x , n y and n z values of the surface normal, respectively. In our implementation, n x maps from (-1.0,1.0) to red (0,255), n y maps from (-1.0,1.0) to green (0,255) and n z maps from (0.0,1.0) to blue (0,255). The curvature maps are displayed as RGB images where positive curvatures correspond to red and negative to blue. The absolute values of curvatures are mapped to saturation in HSV color system. As seen from the figures, normal maps reveal fine surface detail that is difficult to see in ordinary RGB color images. To evaluate the accuracy of our method, we make a check on the integrability constraint which boils down to check the mixed second partials are equal, 2 2 z z x y y x
should be small at each point.
The partial derivatives are estimated numerically and the differences between them are shown in Figure 6 . Since most parts of the sculpture are flat, the difference between partial derivatives is small except at the engraved parts. We also compute the residual error in the least-squares solution of Eq. (4), which provides a check on our measurement as well. Figure 7 shows the RMS residual errors for the coin and the sculpture. The average RMS error is 10.1 for the coin and 1.2 for the sculpture. Our algorithm is implemented in C++ language and the experiments were made on a notebook with 1.6 GHz Intel Core Q720 processor and 3GB RAM memory. It takes about 10 seconds to extract the normal map and mean curvature map for images of 9M pixels.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a method of acquiring normal maps of nearly flat objects with a flatbed scanner. The method computes surface normals from four scans with different object rotations based on the principle of photometric stereo. By exploiting the flatbed scanner's high resolution and the simple setup, the approach is applicable to small objects having a nearly flat surface such as in archaeological domain. As stated in [8] , the limitation of our technique is due to the low depth-of-field of the scanner and the depth of geometry we can handle is approximately a few millimeters.
In the future the proposed technique will be considered for depth reconstruction of historical artifacts by integrating the normals.
